
Kingskerswell Primary School 

PTFA Minutes recorded by Holly Roberts 

Tuesday 20 November 2018 @ 6.30pm  

 

Present     

Mike Vincent         

Gemma Youlden         

Tina Nickels 

Zoe Wills  

Holly Roberts 

Lyn Kelly  

Sian Stacey 

Lyn Mellor          

Meeting Agenda  

 

Treasurer’s Report 

Christmas Card Packs 

Christmas Bazaar  

Any other business 

 

Treasurer’s Report 

      Lighting and Staging 

- We are still waiting for the invoice for £3,900 for staging.  

- Have paid £2,500 for staging and the lighting we have authorised these at approx. £3,400. 

Once all complete we should have paid roughly £9,800.  

      Marathon  

- We are still waiting for the invoice for the marathon medals 

- Excluding the outgoings for the medals we will have made £4,500 profit from the marathon 

PTFA Shed 

- A request to put some of the PTFA money into repairing our shed. Lots of our stock is getting 

damaged due to dampness in the shed which means then needing to throw away stock that 

could have been used/sold- Need to get it looked at to see if it can be repaired i.e. new roof, 

or if we need a new one- Quotes needed perhaps? Gemma and Holly to action this 

 

- Uniform in shed needs sorting- i.e. cleaning, vacuum packing- Lyn Kelly and Gemma to action 

this 

 

 



Christmas Card Packs 

- These have been delivered now and will be distributed to the classrooms on Friday morning 

by Zoe Wills, Sian Stacey and Lyn Mellor.  

Christmas Bazaar- TO DO before event 

- The school app and website calendar should have the dates of the Bazaar- Mike to Contact 

Mrs Oram  

 

- Mrs Claus and Elf- Gemma Y and Zoe W to do this. Perhaps try and get another elf to help? 

  

- Need an elf to help Santa in his grotto- Volunteer needed  

 

- Letter requesting contributions- to be created and handed out on Friday 23rd November  

They need to include:  

1. Date/Day/ Time of Bazaar 

2. Year group contributions-  

a. Reception- Cakes and Candy  

b. Year 1- Blue  

c. Year 2- Red 

d. Year 3- Silver  

e. Year 4- Green  

f. Year 5- Yellow/Gold 

g. Year 6- Chocolate 

3. Ideas for contributions could offer such things as; Teddies, Candles, Christmas Decs, 

Cakes - Zoe to action this  

 

- Letters for the Bazaar need to be created/updated to hand out asap- This needs to be ready 

to distribute to children/parents by Monday 26th November. – Zoe to action this  

 

- Presents for Santa to give out in the Grotto- Tina and Gemma will action this 

  - Reception to Year 4 will receive Christmas stories 

  - Year 5-6 will receive Scratch art  

 

- Presents from Santa for classrooms- Ordered 30 more to accommodate the extra children- 

Once delivered these will need to be wrapped- volunteers for this will be needed 

 

- Request that children in Wrap Around perhaps begin helping towards the decoration for the 

Grotto by making paper chains and snowflakes, perhaps any leftovers could be used 

elsewhere i.e. to decorate the ‘café’ room opposite the kitchen- Mike to action this, also 

anyone who could perhaps be making these at home?  

 

- Arrangements need to be checked for wraparound during the Bazaar event- Mike to action 

this 

 



- Christmas tree and decorations needed for the Grotto- Tina has offered a bundle of tree 

decks for the Grotto- Any other donations from PTFA members of old Christmas decorations 

would be great!  

 

- Thursday 6th December from 3:30pm- decorating Bramble lodge for Santa’s Grotto- we will 

‘need all donations of Christmas decorations, paperchains and snowflakes already for this 

day.  

 

Bazaar activities/stalls 

- Snow globe ordered and has been requested to set up earlier to allow more time 

beforehand.  

Original plan was to fit this in the classroom but from the measurements given it will not fit. 

Therefore, it has been planned to fit in the corner of the hall.  

 

- A Ticket table is suggested to be available within the Hall to sell the tickets to visit Santa and 

to use the Snow Globe. Both events will be priced at £1.50 pp, with the Snow globe having a 

group deal for 5 people at £5.  Mike has volunteered to help man this stall.  

 

- Need to find out how many are in the choir and order battery powered candles. Idea is for 

every other child to hold a candle, whilst the others hold the song sheets. The choir are to 

sing outside near the grotto- Tina to action buying the candles and Mike to find out the 

number of choir members.  

 

- Refreshments and cakes- to all be sold from the Kitchen, using the classroom opposite for 

people to sit to eat/drink- Table covers and napkins with blue Christmas patterns have been 

purchased so to tie in with the school colours for this room. All cakes will be sold at 50p, hot 

drinks (coffee, tea, basic hot choc) will also be 50p and a deluxe hot choc (marshmallows, 

whippy cream, and sprinkles) will be £1. Lyn Kelly and Zoe Wills have volunteered to man 

this  

Stalls/Roles for Bazaar 

Refreshments- Zoe, Lyn,  

Tickets- Mike  

Elf for Grotto- 

Gift Box Game- Gemma  

Snow man throw game- 

Wrapping- Holly  

Teddy Tombola- Tina  

Inflatable Snow Globe-  

Craft Stall-  

Forest School Stall- Forest school staff 



Coloured stalls- Red- 

  Blue- 

  Yellow/Gold- 

  Silver- 

  Green- 

Any other business? 

- Communication between PTFA members becoming a challenge. It has been suggested the 

Facebook Messenger is not the best tool for communication as it is not always easy to follow 

and having to scroll through messages is too time consuming.  

 

- We should limit the use of this messenger service and when discussing PTFA events i.e. 

discos, freeze pop Fridays, Christmas Bazaar, then this should be added to the Facebook 

page where each event/activity/meeting can be separated into topics, allowing everybody 

an opportunity to have their say/input clearly.   

 

- Any Predecessors to properly hand over information/tools to allow new role holders 

opportunity to carry on their role successfully.  

 

- As well as minutes being added to the PTFA section on the school website, it has been 

suggested that they get added onto the Facebook Page also. Giving easy access to all 

information held at the meetings for those that could not attend.  

 

What is needed to carry out PTFA tasks 

- Access for main role holders to Dropbox for templates of Bazaar letters 

- Access to school printer for Bazaar letters to then be distributed to classrooms 

- Mike needs any keys, codes, passwords to allow him to be able to carry out the roles 

effectively as Chair.  

 

NEXT MEETING- SUB-Committee Meeting-  

THURSDAY 29th November @ 7pm @ The Sloop!!! 

 

Next Main Committee Meeting – Monday 28th January 2019 

At The School – 6:30pm 

 

 

 


